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A novel nanocomposite TiO2 film consisting of a bamboo leaf-
like nano TiO2 layer on a nanotubular TiO2 arrays surface is
synthesized by electrochemical anodization with wet chemical
pretreatment; it shows almost three times higher activity as
compared to that of nanotubular TiO2 arrays alone.
In the early 1970s Fujishima andHonda reported that hydrogen
can be produced by water-splitting using a TiO2 photo-
electrode.1 Since then, numerous researchers have made
extensive efforts to study the design and synthesis of highly
efficient photocatalysts.2 Recently, the development of highly
ordered TiO2 nanotube (TNT) arrays by a simple and green
electrochemical anodization has shown key advantages in
providing high surface area and efficient unidirectional charge
transport routes, thus generating extensive technological
interest.3 In our previous work, we investigated the attractive
performances of TNT arrays for photoelectrocatalytic water
splitting and the design of superhydrophobic nanostructure
models.4 However, the fast recombination rate of photo-
generated charges remains an essential problem restricting the
photocatalytic applications of the highly ordered TNT arrays.
Toward higher conversion efficiency several improved nanotube
geometries have been reported by Schmuki et al.5 At the same
time, titania was modified with various crystal structures6a or
shapes6b to induce enhancement of photoresponse. Only
recently, a heterostructural TiO2 with anodic TiO2 nanotube
arrays and TiO2 nanoparticles was fabricated using TiCl4 as
precursor.7 These constructed composite TiO2 films are designed
with good absorption from TiO2 nanoparticles as well as efficient
charge transport properties from the nanotubular TiO2.
In this paper, we report the fabrication of a novel
heterostructured nanocomposite TiO2 film consisting of a
bamboo leaf-like nano TiO2 layer on a nanotubular TiO2
arrays surface by simple electrochemical anodization with
wet chemistry pretreatment (Scheme 1). It was proven that
the prepared heterostructured TiO2 film is able to significantly
enhance the photo absorption abilities and photo-
electrochemical activities as compared to those of TiO2
nanotube arrays alone under the same conditions. The
fabrication strategy developed in this work is found to be
valuable in designing novel TiO2 nanostructure for efficient
photoelectrocatalytic water splitting and other applications.
Fig. 1a shows the typical SEM view of the bamboo leaf-like
TiO2 layer after the pretreatment. From the top surface, parts
of the bamboo leaf-like titania are parallel to the substrate, and
some vertical bamboo leaf-like TiO2 can be seen clearly on the
top part. The inset of Fig. 1a reveals that the average film
thickness of the bamboo leaf-like TiO2 is about 400 nm. It is
found that the morphology of the bamboo leaf-like TiO2 is
closely associated with the concentration of (NH4)2S2O8 and
the reaction time and temperature. For a comparison, the
normal highly ordered TiO2 nanotubes were also prepared
by electrochemical anodization in the same electrolyte at 25 V
for 2 h, as shown in Fig. 1b. The nanotubes have an average
pore diameter and wall thickness of approx. 100 nm and
20 nm, respectively, with average film thickness of 1.6 mm.
For a direct observation, the prepared heterostructural
nanocomposite TiO2 film was mechanically cut and cracked.
Fig. 2 shows the top surface, as well as the cross-sectional views
of the double-layer nanocomposite TiO2 film. Interestingly, the
preformed bamboo leaf-like layer remains and is lifted up to
the top of the nanotube array after the electrochemical
anodization, seen from the top-view (Fig. 2c) and the cross-
section (Fig. 2b). It is noted that the uniform bamboo leaf-like
TiO2 top layer appeared more dense and compact (Fig. 2a).
The film thicknesses of the bamboo leaf-like layer and the
underneath nanotubes layer are about 0.1 mm and 1.5 mm
respectively (Fig. 2b). It seems that the presence of the
prior-formed bamboo leaf-like TiO2 layer on the Ti surface
has no obvious effect on the growth of the underside TNT
arrays. As compared to the normal TNT arrays anodized at the
same conditions, the underside part of the TiO2 nanotube
Scheme 1 A simple two-step fabrication process to synthesize the top
surface of highly ordered TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTs).
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arrays in the nanocomposite titania is observed with equal pore
diameter of approximately 70–100 nm and an average wall
thickness of 20 nm (Fig. 2d). The most noticeable change
resulting from extending anodization is the decreased
bamboo leaf-like titania layer thickness while the tube-length
of the nanotubular layer increased, suggesting a dominant
dissolution process at the anodization (Fig. 2e). The average
film thicknesses of the bamboo leaf-like TiO2 top layer are
observed as 280 nm, 100 nm and 75 nm respectively after
anodization for 0.5 h, 1.5 h and 2 h. The average lengths of the
underside TiO2 nanotubes are found to be 500 nm, 1.5 mm,
2.2 mm respectively under the same conditions. For the growth
of the nanocomposite TiO2 films, the anodization process was
also carried out in ethylene glycol containing fluoride, 0.5 wt%
HF solution. It is noteworthy that the preparation parameters
for the nanocomposite TiO2 films are crucial and should be
carefully optimized during the anodization process in order to
avoid the possible disappearance of the bamboo leaf-like
TiO2 layer.
The EDS spectrum of the as-formed bamboo leaf-like TiO2
before annealing (Fig. S1, ESIw) demonstrates that Ti and
O have an atomic ratio about 1 : 2, showing the formation of
TiO2. The newly formed nanocomposite TiO2 films exhibited
no obvious crystalline structures. After annealing at 450 1C for
2 h in air, all the prepared TiO2 samples were converted to the
anatase phases from the XRD patterns (Fig. S2, ESIw). Fig. 2f
represents the comparison of photon absorption of the
annealed nanotubular TiO2 arrays and the nanocomposite
TiO2 with equal film thickness of 1.6 mm. It is clear that the
nanocomposite TiO2 shows significantly increased photon
absorption activities in the UV-Vis region, which could be
attributed to the presence of 0.1 mm thick bamboo leaf-like
titania nano top layer. It is presumed that the incident light can
penetrate into the TiO2 nanotubes with the presence of the
compact bamboo leaf-like TiO2 top layer (approx. 100 nm),
which has an anti-reflection effect and enhances the photo
absorption activity of the nanocomposite TiO2 film.
8 In
addition, the larger surface area of the nanocomposite
TiO2 photoelectrode is also helpful to harvest more light
absorption.5a
It was found that the anodization time of 1.5 h is optimal in
the experiment for enhancing photoelectrocatalytic activities
of the nanocomposite TiO2 films (Fig. S3, ESIw). Fig. 3a
shows the comparison of the photocurrent generated from
the nanocomposite TiO2 film in 0.5 M KOH to the normal
nanotubular TiO2 with an equal film thickness of 1.6 mm
annealed at 450 1C. In the dark, there was no obvious
current response for all of the samples with increasing
the electrode potential from 1.1 to 0.9 VSCE. Under the
irradiation, similar shapes of photocurrent response were
tested for the two different samples upon an increase
of applied potentials. As evident from Fig. 3a, a steady
photocurrent density of about 16.3 mA cm2 is reached for
the nanocomposite of TiO2 films, which is almost three times
higher than that of the normal nanotubular TiO2 arrays
(5.7 mA cm2). Incident photon-to-current conversion
efficiency (IPCE) spectra are presented in Fig. 3b. The IPCE
was calculated according to the following expression:9
IPCE (%) = [1240  Isc (mA cm2)]/
[l (nm)  Iinc (W cm2)]  100
where Isc is short circuit photocurrent, l is excitation
wavelength, Iinc is light power density. A maximum IPCEmax
Fig. 1 Top-view and side-view SEM images of a bamboo leaf-like
TiO2 film (a) and the normal TiO2 nanotubes obtained by
electrochemical anodization of a Ti foil in glycerol electrolyte at
25 V for 2 h (b).
Fig. 2 Top and cross-sectional SEM images of the nanocomposite
TiO2 film obtained by anodizing the pretreated Ti foils (a–d). The film
thickness of the bamboo leaf-like TiO2 top layer and the TiO2 nanotubes
(e) as a function of the anodizing time during the electrochemical
anodization at 25 V in the glycerol electrolyte. Diffuse reflection
spectra of the annealed TiO2 nanotube arrays and the nanocomposite
TiO2 film with similar film thickness of about 1.6 mm (f).
Fig. 3 (a) Photocurrent density vs. potential curves and (b) IPCE
values for the nanocomposite TiO2 and normal TiO2 nanotube arrays
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value results as 18% for the normal TiO2 nanotubes at
0.9 VSCE, while the nanocomposite TiO2 film shows a
significantly increased IPCEmax value of 60.7% at the same
conditions. Besides the better performance to the normal TiO2
nanotube with identical thickness, in fact, the photocurrent
density (B16.3 mA cm2) of the 1.6 mm thick nanocomposite
TiO2 film is even higher than that of the normal TiO2
nanotubes with a film thickness of B7 mm (B13.7 mA cm2,
data are not shown). The photocurrent density produced from
the bamboo leaf-like TiO2 film was found to be much lower
(3.5 mA cm2) than that of the normal nanotubular TiO2
(6.0 mA cm2) with the same film thickness (Fig. S4, ESIw). It
is evident that the recombination of the two nanostructured
TiO2 components in such an appropriate way is able to
significantly improve the photoelectrochemical activities.
Fig. 4a indicates the hydrogen production using the
nanocomposite TiO2 and normal nanotubular TiO2 arrays
photoanodes (Fig. S5, ESIw). The result shows that the
evolution rate of hydrogen using the nanocomposite TiO2
reaches 150 mmol h1 cm2 at 0.3 VSCE, which is much
higher than the 80 mmol h1 cm2 produced by the normal
TiO2 nanotube arrays with an equal film thickness. The H2
evolution rate of 150 mmol h1 cm2 is considered to be a large
enhancement in relevant works based on available literature.10
In our experiment on hydrogen production by photocatalytic
water-splitting, the amount of O2 evolution was found to be
only about 20 mmol h1 cm2 as shown in Fig. 4b, which
was much lower than the stoichiometric consideration
(H2 :O2 = 2 : 1), and this may be attributed to the holes
consumed by addition of methanol in the electrolyte and the
absorbed oxygen on the photocatalyst surface under UV
irradiation.11 A drastically enhanced photocurrent response
can be achieved by combining TiO2 nanotubes with bamboo
leaf-like titania in an appropriate composite structure. The
larger surface area of the nanocomposite TiO2 photoelectrode
is helpful to harvest more light absorption. The bamboo leaf-
like titania top layer may also perform as an anti-reflection
layer to increase the photo absorption abilities.3d,5a On the
other hand, we speculated that the inhibition of the charge
recombination process resulting from the heterojunction
structure would improve the photoelectrochemical activities
of the nanocomposite titania in this work.12 To evaluate the
stability of the nanocomposite of titania photocatalyst, the
photoelectrochemical measurement experiments were continued
for a further week in this work, and no obvious decrease in
photocurrent densities was discovered.
In summary, we have developed a simple electrochemical
anodization with wet chemistry pretreatment to construct a
novel heterostructured nanocomposite TiO2 film. It is demon-
strated that the prepared heterostructured TiO2 photoanode is
capable of significantly enhancing the hydrogen generation by
photoelectrocatalytic water-splitting, which is believed to be
attributed to the unique structures of the nanocomposite of
TiO2 photoanode, possessing a strong inhibition to the
recombination of the photogenerated charges and a marked
improved in light absorption.
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